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Abstract

This paper studies complex coordination mechanisms based on constraint satisfaction.

In particular, it focuses on data-sensitive connectors from the Reo coordination language.

These connectors restrict how and where data can flow between loosely-coupled components

taking into account the data values being exchanged. Unfortunately, existing engines for Reo

provide a very limited support for data-sensitive connectors, even though data constraints are

captured by the original semantic models for Reo.

In our approach to execute Reo coordination constraints are not exhaustively solved at

compile time but at runtime on a per-need basis, powered by existing constraint and SMT

(satisfiability module theories) solvers. Predicate abstraction is used to reduce the original

constraint satisfaction problem to a SAT problem, and applied to a restricted class of con-

nectors that benefit from this mechanism. We show soundness and completeness of predicate

abstraction, and validate our approach by evaluating the performance of a prototype imple-

mentation with different test cases, with and without abstraction.

1 Introduction
Following closely Wegners’ perspective of coordination as constrained interaction [11], this paper
describes the coordination of loosely-coupled components as a conjunction of constraints. Global
coordination behaviour of coordinated systems is calculated using constraint satisfaction tech-
niques over the constraints.

The coordination patterns presented in this paper are described by Reo connectors [1]. Reo is
a synchronous graph-based visual language wherein complex connectors are built out of simpler
primitive connectors. Each primitive connector imposes restrictions on how and where data can
flow, and the behaviour of a composite connector is given by the composition of the constraints
of all primitives involved. A connector evolves on a per-round basis, and in each round data flow
atomically through some of the ports of this connector, based on its combined constraints. After
each round the state of the connector may change, resulting in new constraints.

The Reo connector depicted in Fig. 1 motivates our approach. This connector has two data
producers: a clock and a thermometer, which periodically send a data token containing the tem-
perature (e.g., 21◦C) or the current time (e.g., 9:35 pm), respecively. The data receivers are a
display, which shows the received time or temperature, and an on and off switch, used to turn
the display on and off. Four different data filters, depicted as arrows with a zig-zag line, are used.
Filters have an associated predicate, in this case ‘◦C?’, ‘F?’, ‘morning’, or ‘evening’, which check if
a given value is a temperature in Celcius, a temperature in Fahrenheit, a time in the morning, or
a time in the evening, respectively. Each filter receives some data in its input port and atomically

∗This research is supported by the KU Leuven BOF-START project STRT1/09/031 DesignerTypeLab, Belgium,
and by the FCT grant SFRH/BPD/91908/2012.
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Figure 1: Temperature and time components connected to a display.

outputs it when its predicate holds, otherwise data is discarded. Consequently the coordination
patterns depend on the value of the data being sent. We call these data-sensitive connectors. Data
can also be transformed using transformer channels, depicted with a triangle. In our example,
temperatures in Fahrenheit are converted to Celsius via a transformer channel F2C. The display is
turned on and off based on the time value being sent and on the global behaviour of the scheduler
connector.

A recent attempt to coordinate Erlang actors uses special actors with associated Reo con-
nectors [8]. Their example illustrates the need to support data constraints, since there was no
automatic tool to generate their coordination code from Reo connectors. The semantics of these
data constraints in Reo is formalised by several semantic models of Reo [6]. From the verification
perspective, model checking techniques for Reo connectors exist based on mCRL2 and on its rep-
resentation of data structures [9]. With respect to implementations of Reo, there is only another
existing engine that can handle filter channels, presented by Jongmans et al. to orchestrate web
services [7]. The authors precompile connectors into a single automaton, producing a possibly
exponential number of combinations of constraints. These constraints can include Java boolean
expressions, and are evaluated at runtime while searching for combinations of constraints that are
satisfied. Their work does not consider data transformation.

Predicate abstraction is a common technique used to reduce complex problems to simpler
problems while preserving properties useful for the problem at hand [5]. This technique has been
successfully used to scale software model checking to real systems [2]. This paper uses predicate
abstraction to reduce data constraints to simpler boolean constraints, preserving properties that
allow solutions of the data constraints to be recovered from solutions of the latter.

The main contribution of this paper is a set of techniques to solve constraints in connectors that
are influenced by data. We present several experiments where data constraints are solved using
existing constraint solvers. We compare a more traditional approach [3] where these constraints
are directly solved by an SMT solver with a novel approach where constraints are reduced to a
SAT problem based on a predicate abstraction technique. We show soundness and completeness of
our abstraction technique, and we study an interesting subset of Reo connectors whose constraints
are simpler to solve. A small benchmark, using the Z3 SMT solver and the SAT4J SAT solver,
provides valuable insight about the performance of these solving techniques.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes a constraint-based semantics
for Reo. Section 3 explains predicate abstraction, and shows the soundness and completeness
of this approach. Section 4 explores a subset of connectors that can be efficiently solved using
predicate abstraction. Finally, we evaluate the performance of our approach in Section 5 and
conclude in Section 6.

2 Coordination as constraints
Connectors are viewed here as a set of constraints over boolean and data variables, representing
valid coordination patterns. Coordination evolves in rounds: in each round the components being
coordinated contribute to the constraints of the connector, a solution for the global constraints is
found, and both the connector and components are updated accordingly.
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Reo connectors are given a constraint-based semantics, following our previous work [3]. Each
port x of a connector has two associated variables: x ∈ X is a boolean variable that maps to true
when x has dataflow, and �x ∈ �X is a data variable that maps to a value d ∈ D when d is flowing
through x. This paper focuses on these constraints and on the constraint solving process.

We consider three approaches to solve these constraints, enumerated below.

SMT We encode these data constraints as expressions of an off-the-shelf SMT solver, which we
use to find a solution. This restricts the expressivity of the constraints to the language of
the SMT solver.

SAT We reduce the data constraints to a simpler problem over booleans using a predicate ab-
straction technique, and solved using an off-the-shelf SAT solver. In order to produce the
boolean constraints we need to calculate all the data values that can influence how data
flows, by using functions and predicates from the original constraints. These operations can
be arbitrary complex, e.g., queries to a database, and not restricted to the language of a
constraint solver. The resulting formula may have a higher number of variables, and in gen-
eral its solutions are not guaranteed to produce valid solutions for the original constraints.
It is possible to keep extending the boolean constraints until a valid solution is found, but
it is computationally expensive.

SAT+restriction We apply the previous approach to a restricted class of connectors, where solu-
tions to boolean constraints always produce valid solutions to the original constraints. We
consider this class to include most relevant connectors. Connectors where data is produced
based on constraints are excluded from this class. For instance, we do not allow connectors
that produce an arbitrary even number, but we allow connectors that produce 10 different
numbers and filter the even ones.

This paper proceeds by formalising formulas for constraints, encoding these as boolean con-
straints, defining the restricted class of connectors, and evaluating the performance of the SMT
and SAT+restriction approaches.

2.1 Guarded commands
Here we replace the traditional boolean formulas used in previous work with equivalent Dijkstra’s
guarded commands [4]. We justify this change in Section 2.2 after defining guarded commands,
described by the following grammar.

ψ ::= φ → s | ψ1 ψ2 | � (formulas)
φ ::= x (∈ X ) | P (�x) | φ1 ∧ φ2 | ¬φ (guards)
s ::= φ | s1 ; s2 | �x := �y | �x := d (∈ D) | �x := f(�y) (statements)

Synchronous variables x ∈ X range over booleans and data variables in �X = {�x | x ∈ X} range
over a global data set D. Each synchronous variable corresponds to exactly one port of a Reo
connector. � is true, P ∈ P is a unary predicate over data variables, and f ∈ F is a unary total
function. A guarded command φ → s is interpreted as ¬φ ∨ s, ψ ψ� as ψ ∧ ψ�, s; s� as s ∧ s�, and
x := y as x = y. The other logical connectives for guards can be encoded as usual.

The asymmetry of the assignment operator := is exploited only in Section 2.3, and it is treated
as a simple equality in the semantics presented below.

Definition 1 (solution) A solution to a formula ψ defined over ends X is a mapping from X to
boolean values � or ⊥, and from �X to data values D, such that σ satisfies ψ, regarded as a boolean
expression, according to the satisfaction relation σ |= ψ defined below. Each predicate symbol P
and function symbol f have an associated interpretation, denoted by I(P ) and I(f), such that
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Channel Representation Constraints Channel Representation Constraints

Sync a b
a ↔ b

b → �b := �a LossySync a b
b → a

b → �b := �a
SyncDrain a b a ↔ b FIFO-E a b ¬b

SyncSpout a b a ↔ b FIFO-F(d) a bd
¬a

b → �b := d

Merger ca
b

c ↔ (a ∨ b)
¬(a ∧ b)

a → �c := �a
b → �c := �b

Replicator a b
c

a ↔ b
a ↔ c

a →
�b := �a;
�c := �a

Filter(P ) a b
P b → a ; P (�a);

�b := �a
(a ∧ P (�a)) → b

Transf(f) a b
f a ↔ b

b → �b := f(�a)

Writer(d) W(d) a a → �a := d Reader R a �

Table 1: Channel Encodings.

I(P ) ⊆ D and I(f) ⊆ D2.

σ |= � always σ |= x iff σ(x) = �
σ |= �x := �y iff σ(�x) = σ(�y) σ |= ¬ψ iff σ � ψ
σ |= �x := d iff σ(�x) = d σ |= ψ1 ∧ ψ2 iff σ |= ψ1 and σ |= ψ2

σ |= �x := f(�y) iff (σ(�y),σ(�x)) ∈ I(f) σ |= P (�x) iff σ(�x) ∈ I(P )

Reo as constraints Table 1 presents the formulas of some of the most common Reo primitives.
It includes a writer that produces a data value d and reader that receives any data value, which
are used to abstract away the behaviour of more complex components. We write c = �Xc,ψc� to
denote the connector c with ports Xc ⊆ X and current constraints ψc. Composition of connectors
is given by the union of their ports and conjunction of their constraints.

2.2 Why guarded commands
We chose guarded commands to represent constraints instead of more traditional boolean formulas
to improve readability of formulas, and to syntactically enforce that equality occurs only in positive
positions. Having assignments only in positive positions allows active assignments to be extracted
based on the evaluation of the guards. This set of assignments is exploited later to verify validity
of formulas (Section 2.3), to define predicate abstraction (Section 3.2), and to identify restricted
connectors (Section 4). An asymmetric assignment operator, instead of equality, relates variables,
which does not change the denotational semantics of formulas w.r.t. our previous work [3]. The
direction of the assignment is used during the encoding of constraints over data into boolean
constraints, and to restrict the class of formulas to the ones we consider suitable for connectors.

2.3 Well-defined formulas
The abstraction technique presented in the following section encodes formulas into boolean con-
straints. This encoding requires constraints to be well-defined, as defined in this section. Well-
definedness guarantees the absence of data loops and avoids multiple assignments to the same
variable.

We start by introducing two definitions used by the formalisation of well-definedness: the
function attrsσ returns all attributions that can be inferred from a formula ψ and one of its
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solutions σ, and an α-tree is a graph built based on data dependencies.

attrsσ(φ → s) =

�
attrsσ(s) if σ∗(g)
∅ otherwise

attrsσ(ψ1 ψ2) = attrsσ(ψ1) ∪ attrsσ(ψ2)
attrsσ(φ) = ∅
attrsσ(�x := �y) = {�x �→ �y}
attrsσ(�x := d) = {�x �→ d}
attrsσ(�x := f(�y)) = {�x �→ f(�y)}
attrsσ(s1 ; s2) = attrsσ(s1) ∪ attrsσ(s2)

where:
σ∗(x) = σ(x)
σ∗(¬g) = ¬(σ∗(g))
σ∗(g1 ∧ g2) = σ∗(g1) ∧ σ∗(g2)
σ∗(P (�x)) = σ(�x) ∈ I(P )

Definition 2 (α-tree) Given a set of attributions α of data variables, the α-tree is a graph with
the following (directed) edges, for any x, y ∈ X , f ∈ F , d ∈ D.

{(�y, �x) | (�x �→ �y) ∈ α} ∪ {(�y, �x) | (�x �→ f(�y)) ∈ α} ∪ {(d�x, �x) | (�x �→ d) ∈ α}

Every α-tree has a root, which is either a data variable �x or a symbol d�x connected to a single
child �x. All remaining nodes are data variables. Finally, we define well-definedness for formulas
as follows.

Definition 3 (well-defined formula) A formula ψ is well-defined if, for every solution σ |= ψ,
the attributions α = attrsσ(ψ) are a disjoint union α1 ∪ . . . ∪ αn of α-trees.

Any solution of a well-defined formula is therefore free of loops of data assignments, and each
data variable is assigned at most once.

A note on efficiency. Observe that verifying whether a formula is well-defined is computation-
ally expensive, due to the universal quantifier over all solutions from Definition 3. To overcome this
problem we impose conditions on the connector, and relax the search of loops in the graphs to the
set of all attributions that are sub-formulas of ψ. This restriction is sound because α = attrsσ(ψ)
is a subset of the collection of all assignments present in ψ, and removing edges of a disjoint union
of α-trees always produces a disjoint union of α-trees. The extra conditions of the connector boil
down to requiring ports that can produce data to be connected to at most one port that can
receive data. With this restriction we can check locally if the directed graphs of data dependencies
have a single root, and this property will be preserved during composition. These conditions are
presented in more detail in Section 4.

3 Data abstraction
This section describes how to encode well-defined formulas over data into boolean constraints. We
start by pre-computing what ports can influence the data flowing in each predicate, which we use
in this encoding.

3.1 Precomputed data domains
Write P.f1.f2 . . . fn to denote a predicate P ∈ P with an associated sequence of functions that
have to be evaluated before the predicate. Define:

(P.f1. · · · .fn) ◦ f =

�
Error if f ∈ {f1, . . . , fn}
P.f1. · · · .fn.f otherwise

and write {P1, . . . ,Pn} ◦ f to denote {P1 ◦ f, . . . ,Pn ◦ f} \ {Error}. Observe that P1, . . . , Pn now
range over predicates with an associated sequence of functions.
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Figure 2: Example of a connector with four filters and functions.
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Figure 3: Graph of possible flow for the example from Fig. 2.

For each port x ∈ X in a formula ψ we define its domain invariant Dx as the smallest set Dx

of predicates such that ρ(ψ) holds, where ρ(·) is defined as:

ρ(P (�x)) = Dx ⊇ {P} ρ(ψ1 ∧ ψ2) = ρ(ψ1) ∧ ρ(ψ2)

ρ(�x := �y) = Dy ⊇ Dx ρ(¬ψ) = ρ(ψ)

ρ(�x := f(�y)) = Dy ⊇ (Dx ◦ f) ρ(_) = true. (domain invariants)

Domain invariants are always finite sets because the definition of ◦ prevents the application of the
same function twice. This repetition can occur in well-defined connectors because the properties
of well-defined connectors are checked only after selecting a solution σ, while domain invariants
look at all attributions.

Intuitively, the domain invariants can be seen as a directed graph of possible flow with ports
and predicates associated to nodes, and assignments functions associated to labels. Discovering
solutions to domain variables is thus analogous to calculating the possible loop-free traces of this
graph until a predicate is reached. Traces with loops in this flow graph are discarded due to the
definition of ◦. We illustrate this intuition with the example below.

Example We illustrate how to extract the domain of variables using the example in Fig. 2. The
graph of possible flow associated to this connector is depicted in Fig. 3. The formula ψF of this
connector can be obtained by joining the formulas of the corresponding primitives from Table 1.
Below are the constraints in ψF corresponding to the contributions by Transf(f1) and Filter(P1):

ψF = a1 ↔ b1 b1 → �b1 := f1(�a1) c1 → P1(�b1)
c1 → b1 (b1 ∧P1(�b1)) → c1 c1 → �c1 := �b1 . . .

The domain invariants of the variables of ψF are given by the conjunction:

ρ(ψF ) = Db1⊇ {P1} ∧ Da1⊇ (Db1 ◦ f1) ∧ Db1⊇ Dc1 ∧ Dc1⊇ Dd ∧
Da2⊇ {P2} ∧ Db2⊇ (Dc2 ◦ f2) ∧ Da2⊇ Db2 ∧ Dc2⊇ Dd ∧
Db3⊇ {P3} ∧ Da3⊇ (Db3 ◦ f3) ∧ Db3⊇ Dc3 ∧ Dd⊇ Da3 ∧
Da4⊇ {P4} ∧ Db4⊇ (Dc4 ◦ f4) ∧ Da4⊇ Db4 ∧ Dd⊇ Da4 .

The smallest solution for this set of inequations yields the precomputed data domains for the ports
of the connector. Some of these data domains are:

Da1= {P1.f1, P3.f3.f1, P4.f1}
Da2= {P2 , P3.f3.f2, P4.f2}

. . . Dc3= ∅
Dc4= ∅

3.2 Predicate abstraction
For each data value we compute all predicates in its range, given by the data domains explained
above. Each data variable �x is then replaced by one variable �xP for each P ∈ Dx, such that
�xP ↔ P (�x).
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Let eval(P.f1. · · · .fn(d)) = P (f1(. . . (fn(d)))), where n ≥ 0 and d ∈ D.1 The function ([ψD]),
defined below, receives a formula over arbitrary data types in D and returns a new formula over
booleans, i.e., data variables in ([ψD]) range over booleans. This transformation is a variant of
predicate abstraction [5].

([φ → s]) = ([φ]) → ([s]) ([x]) = x ([P (�x)]) = �xp ([¬ψ]) = ¬([ψ])
([ψ1 ψ2]) = ([ψ1]) ([ψ2]) ([�x := d]) =

�
P∈Dx

�xP := eval(P (d))

([φ1 ∧ φ2]) = ([φ1]) ∧ ([φ2]) ([�x := �y]) =
�

P∈Dx∩Dy
�xP := �yP

([s1 ; s2]) = ([s1]) ; ([s2]) ([�x := f(�y)]) =
�

P∈Dx,Q∈Dy,Q=P◦f �xP := �yQ

Predicates and functions are pre-computed during the encoding of data assignments �x := d.
The number of new variables depends on the size of the data domain. Ports with an empty data
domain will have no predicate variable in the abstract constraint, i.e., a variable �xP produced in
the encoding above. A port that can affect n different predicates will have at least n new predicate
variables.

3.3 Valid solutions
As it is, a possible solution for an abstracted formula might not have an associated solution for the
original formula, that is, the abstraction process may not be complete. For example, if a solution
for an abstract formula assigns �xOdd �→ true and �xEven �→ true, then a data value d must exist
in the original formula such that eval(Odd(d)) = eval(Even(d)) = true, but such a value does not
exist.

We introduce a notion of valid (abstract) solutions to capture when it is possible to find a data
assignments that satisfy the original formula.

Definition 4 (valid solution) Given σ |= ([ψ]), σ is a valid solution iff for every port x ∈ X
there is a value d ∈ D such that:

∀�xP∈dom(σ) · σ(�xP ) = eval(P (dx)).

Notation. Given a connector c with local constraints ψc, we write σ |= c to denote σ |= ψc, and
we write σ |=v ([c]) to denote that σ |= ([ψc]) and σ is valid.

3.4 Example revisited
Recall the example from Fig. 2. Predicate abstraction with respect to the first transformer and
filter channels yield the boolean constraints starting as follows.

([ψF ]) = a1 ↔ b1 b1 → �b1P1
:= �a1P1.f1

(b1 ∧�b1P1
) → c1

c1 → b1 b1 → �b1P3.f3
:= �a1P3.f3.f1

c1 → �c1P3.f3
:= �b1P3.f3

c1 → b1P1
b1 → �b1P4

:= �a1P4.f1
c1 → �c1P4

:= �b1P4
. . .

A possible solution σ for these constraints, capturing the flow of data in a1, b1 and c1, assigns to
true all the 11 variables mentioned above.

σ =
�
a1, b1, c1,�a1P1.f1

,�a1P3.f3.f1
,�a1P4.f1

,�b1P1
,�b1P3.f3

,�b1P4
,�c1P3.f3

,�c1P4
�→ �, . . .

�

The solution σ is valid only if some data values d�a1 , d�b1 , d�c1 exist that satisfy:

eval(P1.f1(d�a1)) eval(P3.f3.f1(d�a1)) eval(P3.f3(d�b1)) eval(P3.f3(d�c1))

eval(P1(d�b1)) eval(P4.f1(d�a1)) eval(P4(d�b1)) eval(P4(d�c1))

1More precisely, eval(P.f1. · · · .fn(d)) iff [n = 0]∧[d ∈ I(P )] or ∃d1,...,dn∈D ·[d1 ∈ I(P )]∧[∀i∈{1,...,n} ·(di+1, di) ∈
I(fi)], where dn+1 = d.
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3.5 Soundness and completeness
Our main claim is that every solution for a connector c can be found by finding a valid solution for
its predicate abstraction ([c]). This requires the abstraction function ([·]) to be sound and complete.
Soundness means that every solution σ of c must also be a solution of ([c]), after mapping each
data assignment to the assignments of the new data variables as follows.

([σ]) = {�xP �→ eval(P (d)) | σ(�x) = d, P ∈ Dx} ∪ {x �→ b | σ(x) = b, x ∈ X}

Completeness means that every solution of ([c]) must be the abstraction of at least one solution in
c.

Both proofs of soundness and completeness rely on the fact that formulas are well-defined
(Definition 3) and on the definitions of ρ(·) and ([·]). Completeness requires the solution for the
abstract constraints to be valid (Definition 4).

Theorem 1 (Soundness) σ |= c ⇒ ([σ]) |=v ([c]).

Proof. We show that σ |= c ⇒ ([c]) |=v ([c]). Given σ |= c, we need to show that ([σ]) |= ([ψc])
and that ([σ]) is a valid solution. The latter can be easily verified by assigning dx to σ(�x), for all
x ∈ Xc. Observe that ∀x∈X and ∀�xP∈dom(([σ])), the definition of ([σ]) imposes the validity condition.

Lemmas 1 to 3 show that predicate abstraction of guarded command is sound, proving sound-
ness first for guards and statements. These proofs follow mainly by induction on the structure
of formulas. Finally to show soundness of a formula we simply have to consider the case when
ψc = ψ1 ψ2, which is shown by a similar inductive argument to the last case of the proof of
Lemma 2. ✷

Lemma 1 σ |= φ ⇒ ([σ]) |= ([φ]).
Let σ |= φ. We show that ([φ]) holds under the substitution ([σ]). The proof follows by induction on
the structure of φ.

• x – trivial, because σ(x) = ([σ])(x) and x = ([x]).

• P (�x) – σ |= P (�x) implies that ([σ]) maps �xP to true, i.e., ([σ]) |= �xP .

• ¬φ and φ1 ∧ φ2 – directly using the induction hypothesis for φ, φ1 and φ2.

Lemma 2 σ |= s ⇒ ([σ]) |= ([s]).
The proof follows by induction on the structure of s.

• �x := d – we need to show that ([σ]) |= ([�x := d]), i.e., ([σ]) |=
�

P∈Dx
�xP := eval(P (d)).

Since σ |= �x := d, then σ(�x) = d and ∀P∈Dx · ([σ])(�xP ) = eval(P (d)). Hence, ∀P∈Dx · ([σ]) |=
�xP := eval(P (d)), i.e., ([σ]) |=

�
P∈Dx

�xP := eval(P (d)).

• �x := �y – we need to show that ([σ]) |= ([�x := �y]), i.e., ([σ]) |=
�

P∈Dx∩Dy
�xP := �yP .

Since σ |= �x := �y, then σ(�x) = σ(�y), and ∀P∈Dx∩Dy · ([σ])(�xP ) = ([σ])(�yP ). Hence, ∀P∈Dx∩Dy ·
([σ]) |= �xP := �yP , i.e., ([σ]) |=

�
P∈Dx∩Dy

�xP := �yP .

• �x := f(�y) – similar to the previous case, replacing references of ‘ �xP := �yP’ by ‘ �xP := �yP◦f’
and ‘P ∈ Dx ∩Dy’ by ‘P ∈ Dx ∧ [P ◦ f ] ∈ Dy’.

• s1 ; s2 – we need to show that ([σ]) |= ([s1 ; s2]), i.e., ([σ]) |= s1 and ([σ]) |= s2. Our initial
assumption is that σ |= s1 ; s2, hence σ |= s1 and σ |= s2. By induction hypothesis we
immediately conclude that ([σ]) |= ([s1]) and ([σ]) |= ([s2]).

Lemma 3 σ |= φ → s ⇒ ([σ]) |= ([φ → s]).
Assume that σ |= φ → s, i.e., σ |= ¬φ or σ |= s. By Lemma 1 we conclude that ([σ]) |= ([¬φ]),
and by Lemma 2 we conclude that ([σ]) |= ([s]). We conclude that ([σ]) |= ([¬φ]) → ([s]), hence
([σ]) |= ([φ → s]).
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Theorem 2 (Completeness) σ� |=v ([c]) ⇒ ∃σ · [σ |= c] ∧ [σ� = ([σ])]

Proof. Let c = �Xc,ψc�. If σ� |=v ([c]), then σ� |= ψc and σ� is a valid solution. From the validity
of the solution we know that for every �xP in the domain of σ� there is a data value dx ∈ D such
that σ�(�xP ) = eval(P (dx)). We then start by defining σ as the smallest relation such that:

∀�xP∈dom(σ�) · σ(�x) = dx ∀x∈dom(σ�) · σ(x) = σ�(x)

We still need to assign all variables not mentioned by dom(σ�), that is, data variables �x that have
no associated predicate P . We continue by calculating α = attrsσ(ψc) using σ∗(P (�x)) = σ(�x) ∈
I(P ) = eval(P (dx)) = σ�(�xP ), which is justified by the validity of the solution. We know that
�xP ∈ dom(σ�) because σ∗(P (�x)) is only calculated if P (�x) is a sub-formula of ψc, hence �xP is a
sub-formula of ([ψc]).

At this point α is a disjoint union of α-trees α1 ∪ . . . ∪ αn containing all the data variables
that are assigned to some term (value, variable, or result of a function). The root of each tree
is either a symbol d�x (d ∈ D) or a data variable �x, and the children are either data variables
of a function application. If the root is a symbol d�x, then extend σ such that σ(�x) = d, and
traverse the tree to extend σ by assigning the children to the expected values (copying or applying
a function). Similarly, if the root is a data variable �x and so far �x /∈ dom(σ), then assign any value
to �x and traverse the tree as before. Note that we assume the data set D to be non-empty and
the functions to be total. Finally any remaining variable �x /∈ dom(σ) does not influence dataflow
nor it is assigned anywhere, so it is safe to extend σ assigning it to any value in D.

The proof that σ |= ψc follows a similar structure to the soundness proof. Lemma 6 shows
this claim when ψc = φ → s, building on the results of lemmas 4 and 5. The more general case
ψc = ψ1 ψ2 can be proved by a simple inductive argument similar to the last case of the proof of
Lemma 5. ✷

Lemma 4 σ� |= ([φ]) ⇒ σ |= φ.
Let σ� |= ([φ]). We show that φ holds under the substitution σ�. The proof follows by induction on
the structure of φ.

• x – trivial, because σ�(x) = σ(x) and x = ([x]).

• P (�x) – σ� |= ([P (�x)]) implies that σ� maps �xP to true. Hence σ maps �x to dx, and eval(P (dx))
yields true, i.e., σ |= P (�x).

• ¬φ and φ1 ∧ φ2 – directly using the induction hypothesis for φ, φ1 and φ2.

Lemma 5 σ� |= ([s]) ⇒ σ |= s.
Let σ� |= ([s]). We show that s holds under the substitution σ�. The proof follows by induction on
the structure of s.

• �x := d – we need to show that σ(�x) = d. Observe that ([�x := d]) =
�

P∈Dx �xP := eval(P (d)).
Hence σ� assigns each of these �xP , if any exists, to the result of eval(P (d)), discarding the
actual value of d. However �x �→ d appears in attrsσ(�x := d), which means that it will be the
root of a rooted tree d�x, and therefore σ(�x) will be assigned to d.

• �x := �y – we need to show that σ |= �x := �y, i.e., σ(�x) = σ(�y.
As before, �x �→ �y appears in attrsσ(�x := �y), which means that σ will copy the value previously
assigned to �y to �x. Hence σ(�x) = σ(�y.

• �x := f(�y) – except that �x �→ f(�y) appears in attrsσ(�x := f(�y)), which implies that σ(�x) =

σ(f(�(y)).

• s1 ; s2 – we need to show that σ |= s1 ; s2. We know that σ� |= ([s1]) and σ� |= ([s2]), therefore
by induction hypothesis we conclude that σ |= s1 and σ |= s2, i.e., σ |= s1 ; s2.

Lemma 6 σ� |= ([φ → s]) ⇒ σ |= φ → s.
Assume that σ� |= ([φ → s]), i.e., σ� |= ¬([φ]) or σ� |= ([s]). We need to show that σ |= ¬φ or σ |= s.
The first part follows directly from Lemma 4 and the second part follows from Lemma 5.
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4 Restricted connectors
Inspired by the fact that, in almost all connectors in the literature, data is defined by data
producers (such as writers or full FIFOs, making the search for valid solutions unnecessary), we
identify a class of connectors whose abstract solutions are always valid. We classify each port of a
connector as being either a source, sink, or a mixed port: source ports in a connector can receive
data from the environment, sink ports can send data to the environment, and mixed ports result
from composing a sink port with one or more source ports. Given a connector c, we write Src,
Skc, and Mxc to denote the sets with all the source, sink, and mixed ports of c, respectively.

Determination A connector c is determined iff for all x ∈ Skc ∪Mxc:

�
σ |= ψc and σ(x ) = �

�
implies




∃y · �x �→ �y ∈ attrsσ(ψc) ∧ σ(y) = � ∨
∃f,y· �x �→ f(�y)∈ attrsσ(ψc) ∧ σ(y) = � ∨
∃d · �x �→ d ∈ attrsσ(ψc)





Flow-consistency A connector c is flow-consistent iff for all x ∈ Xc:
�
σ |= ψc

�
implies

�
�x ∈ dom(attrsσ(ψc)) ⇒ σ(x) = �

�
.

Closedness A connector c is closed iff Src = ∅.

A connector is determined if every sink port with dataflow is defined by an attribution. It is
flow-consistent if data variables can only be assigned when the corresponding port has flow, and
it is closed if it has no source ports. Every primitive in Table 1 is determined with one exception:
the SyncSpout. When both of its (sink) ports have dataflow, their value is not defined by any
attribution. This can be solved simply by using a variation of the SyncSpout channel that always
outputs a constant value. In fact, we do not know any system modelled in Reo that uses the data
value produced by the SyncSpout channel.

Observe that composition of determined connectors is always a determined connector, and the
composition of flow-consistent connectors is also flow-consistent. This is mainly because, when
composing a pair of connectors a �� b, its solutions will be a subset of the combinations of the
solutions for a and for b. Predicate abstraction of connectors that are closed, determined, and
flow-consistent is also sound and complete, stated by the theorem below.

Theorem 3 For any closed, determined, and flow-consistent connector c:

σ� |= ([ψc]) ⇒ ∃σ · [σ |= c] ∧ [σ� = ([σ])].

Proof. To prove completeness for this class of connectors we build a solution σ to the connector
c based on the solution σ� for the abstraction ([ψc]). We show by construction that σ� is a valid
solution, and by Theorem 2 we conclude that a concrete solution exists. Furthermore, the newly
built σ is a solution for c, which can be proved following the same arguments as the proof of
Theorem 2.

We build σ by starting with an empty assignment and extend it in three steps.

1. For all x ∈ dom(σ�) ∩ X , add {x �→ σ�(x)} to σ.

2. Calculate α = attrsσ�(ψc) using σ∗(P (�x)) = σ�(�xP ). This requires the assumption (proved
later) that the σ that we are building obeys, for every end x, the property eval(P (σ(�x))).

3. Divide α in a conjunction of disjoint rooted trees α1 ∪ . . . ∪ αn. For every tree that has as
a symbol d�x as the root, extend σ with σ(�x) = d�x, and recursively extend σ with the values
of the children by copying or by applying a function to the value of its parents.
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Observe that every port x with dataflow (σ(x) = �) must have a data assignment, that is,
�x must in the domain of attrsσ�(ψc), and consequently in one of the trees αi. This is a direct
consequence of determination, and the fact that all ports are in Skc ∪ Mxc. To assign a precise
value to every port with dataflow we just have to show that every tree αi starts has a symbol d�x
as a root. This is proved by Lemma 7. Therefore we extend σ with the assignment of σ(�x) = d
and with the corresponding values of all of the children, by copying from or by applying a function
to the value of the parent node.

Finally, knowing that all variables outside these trees αi have no dataflow, we finish building
σ by assigning a default value d0 ∈ D to all ports x without flow, i.e., for all x ∈ Xc, if σ(x) = ⊥
then extend σ with σ(�x) = d0. ✷

Lemma 7 Let σ be the assignment built in the proof of Theorem 3 from σ� and ψc, and α1 ∪ . . .∪
αn = attrsσ�(ψc) a disjoint union of α-trees. Then αi cannot have a variable �x as a root.

The proof follows from the three properties of c: determination, flow-consistency, and closeness.
Flow-consistency guarantees that any variable �x in any tree must have dataflow, that is, σ(x) = �.
By closeness we know that x must be either a sink or a mixed port, and by determination we
conclude that every attribution �x �→ �y requires �y to have dataflow, and therefore be also assigned.
Since well-defined connectors cannot have data loops, the final assignment must be to a data value
d, hence every root will have a root d�x. ✷

5 Evaluation
We validate our approach based on predicate abstraction by comparing the performance of solving
the original data constraints and of solving the abstract constraints. Our prototype implementation
uses one of two off-the-shelf solvers: the Z3 SMT solver2 to deal with booleans and integers, or
the SAT4J SAT solver3 for boolean satisfaction. The Z3 is a high-performance theorem prover
with an incorporated SMT solver being developed by Microsoft. In our experiments we use only
integer arithmetic, although Z3 supports many other theories. SAT4J is an efficient Java library
for SAT solving, included in the Eclipse standard libraries. We chose SAT4J because it is well
known and performant.

We evaluate our test cases using the following solver configurations.

Z3 Z3 is used to solve the original data constraints.

([Z3]) The original constraints are encoded into boolean constraints using predicate abstraction,
and solved with Z3; and a solution for the original constraint is produced.

([S4J]) Similar to ([Z3]), but using SAT4J to solve the abstracted constraints.

Recall that, in order to use a SAT solver to solve the constraints after predicate abstraction,
we needed to convert each data variable �x where Dx = {P,Q} into a pair of boolean variables
�xP , �xQ, resulting in an isomorphic problem with a larger number of variables.

Our prototype implementation is developed using the Scala language,4 which produces Java
binary classes and can import Java libraries. The source code and our benchmarks can be found
online.5 For the integration of Z3 with Scala we use the ScalaˆZ3 libraries developed at EPFL [10].

5.1 Test cases
Our approach is evaluated using six test cases: the temperature and scheduler connectors from our
motivating example, a set of transactional functions in sequence and in parallel, and two variants
of an approval system. The experiments provide insight about which scenarios can benefit from

2http://research.microsoft.com/projects/z3
3http://www.sat4j.org/
4http://www.scala-lang.org
5http://is.gd/reopp
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Figure 4: Temperature and time n-ary connectors.
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Figure 5: Connectors with transactional functions.

predicate abstraction, and about the overall performance of using constraint solvers to route data.
In all our test cases but the last the data values are integers.

Temperature and Schedulers The first pair of connectors, depicted in Fig. 4, is based on our
motivating example from Section 1. The transformer channels connected to the exclusive router
( ) perform some simple arithmetic operations, and the morning and evening predicates use simple
inequalities.

Transactional functions We define a transactional function to be a tuple
�
PreC, f, f−1,PostC

�
,

where f is the main function, f−1 is a compensation that must be applied to undo f, and PreC
and PostC are pre- and post-conditions of f. The connectors with the sequential and parallel
composition of transactional functions are depicted in Fig. 5. Data enters the connector via the
in port and exits either via out if both conditions hold, or via stopped otherwise. The stop port is
propagates the stopping signal in the sequential composition. Predicates and functions use simple
arithmetic operations and inequalities, and are setup so that all transactions succeed except the
last transaction in the sequence.

Approval system The approval system, depicted in Fig. 6, captures the merging from several
applicants, each publishing its rating. The predicates isApproved and isDenied check if these ratings
are above or below certain thresholds, encoded in two variants: (1) as expressions that require
several arithmetic operations, and (2) as Java methods over a data structure.

5.2 Results and discussion
The constraints for our test cases are solved using a 8-core 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon desktop with 16
GB RAM running Ubuntu Linux. Each measurement was performed 10 times, and the average

...
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An

Approved

Denied

ToRevise

isApproved

isDenied

¬isApproved ∧ ¬isDenied

Figure 6: Approval n-ary connector.
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Figure 7: Performance evaluation of our six parameterised test case connectors.

was used. The graphs in Fig. 7 present the time taken to build the logical formula, to solve
the constraints, and to calculate the data flowing in each end. These three steps are performed
at runtime. In the first and last two graphs a log-log scale is used. Recall that the comparison
between the performance of Z3 and ([Z3]) illustrates the impact of using predicate abstraction. The
data regarding ([S4J]) shows the performance of a more widely used solver optimised for boolean
satisfaction.

Z3, as a SMT solver, uses the power of SAT solving to iteratively search for solutions to more
complex theories, in our case the theory of integers, using several optimisations. This is similar to
our abstraction approach, where we also reduce a problem over arbitrary data to a SAT problem.
Hence, it is not too surprising that in some of our tests the general optimisations performed by
Z3 perform similar to or better than predicate abstraction.

The transactional functions running in parallel exhibit the best results for predicate abstrac-
tion compared to Z3. This is partially justified by the small number of variables added during
predicate abstraction, and because pre-compilation of the predicates is not more expensive since
all predicates need to be evaluated also in the Z3 approach. Conversely, the number of variables in
the sequence of transactional functions is very high, reducing the performance of ([Z3]) and ([S4J]).
The unexpected variations of time for Z3 in the approval system are probably a consequence of
the complexity of its predicates and of the high valued integers involved.6 These complexity has
little impact when using predicate abstraction, which perform faster and more consistently. Fur-
thermore predicate abstraction allows the usage of Java data structures and operations in Java,
allowing a reimplementation of the approval system in a more structured way and without loss of
performance.

Summarising, we conjecture that, in general, scenarios with complex data functions and pred-
icates benefit from our predicate abstraction mechanism, scenarios with a large number of simple
functions and predicates and no complex calculations benefit from using SMT solvers, and in
scenarios with a few number of predicates and functions the difference of performance is very
small.

6A number of runs for Z3 timed out after 5 min and were left out of this benchmark. The number of time outs
increased with the size of the connector.
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6 Conclusions
This paper explores an execution model for data-sensitive connectors based on predicate abstrac-
tion. Dijkstra’s guarded commands express coordination constraints. We exploit the fact that the
vast majority of connectors includes concrete data values to precompute the predicates used by the
connector before solving the data constraints. A simple analysis of the guarded commands yields
which predicates should be computed for each variable, and the original predicates are abstracted
to boolean variables holding the precomputed results. Our approach is shown to be sound and
complete.

An interesting direction for future work is to introduce data elements with richer structures
being sent allowing, for example, to exchange values from any algebraic data type. This is already
supported by one of the underlying solvers, Z3.
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